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Abstract It is urgent to solve the contradiction between

limited spectrum resources and the increasing demand

from the ever-growing wireless networks. Spectrum re-

distribution is a powerful way to mitigate the situation of

spectrum scarcity.In contrast to existing mechanisms for

spectrum redistribution, which aim to maximize the spec-

trum utilization and social welfare, we propose DIARY in

this paper, which not only achieves approximate revenue

maximization, but also guarantees bid privacy via differ-

ential privacy. Furthermore, we present an effective

method to address the fairness issue in spectrum auctions.

Results from extensive evaluations show that DIARY has

substantial competitive advantages over existing

mechanisms.

Keywords Mechanism design � Differential privacy �
Fairness � Resource allocation

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the fast development of

wireless technology, which has brought a great increase in

demand of spectrum resources. Spectrum is a scarce

commodity controlled by governmental agencies (e.g.,

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [9] in the

US). Traditionally, static spectrum allocation scheme is

adopted to determine resources distribution. However,

studies show that such a static spectrum allocation scheme

is inefficient due to the dramatic changes of spectrum uti-

lization in both spatial and temporal dimensions [20]. The

current problem of spectrum allocation is that, large chunks

of allocated spectrum are left idle most of the time at lots of

places, meanwhile unlicensed secondary users are badly in

need of spectrum to carry out their work. To solve this

problem and improve spectrum utilization, a number of

auction-based dynamic spectrum allocation schemes are

proposed (e.g., [5, 26, 31, 33]). Recently companies, such

as Spectrum Bridge [1], have emerged to facilitate trading

of idle spectrum, making dynamic spectrum redistribution

no longer merely theoretical.

Auctions are well-studied protocols in economic theory

for allocating scarce resources, and are attractive because of

their well-defined notions for various objectives. A major

difference between traditional auctions and spectrum auc-

tions is the spatial reusability of spectrum. A single chunk of

spectrum can be leased tomultiple secondary users as long as

they do not interfere with each other. A natural goal of such

auctions is to maximize the revenue for primary users, since

primary usersmay not bewilling to share their own spectrum

resources unless there are sufficient incentives.

Another major difference is that spectrum auctions are

held repeatedly due to the dramatic changes of spectrum

utilization. Most of previous studies on this issue neglect
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the repeatability of spectrum auctions, and only greedily

maximize one time revenue, resulting in a set of secondary

users starving for spectrum. Such starvation not only abate

victims’ enthusiasm for participating in the auctions, which

reduces long-term revenue of the primary users, but also

may cause vindictive actions from secondary users who

never have a chance to win [34]. Aiming at avoiding such

negative influences, it is reasonable and desired to maintain

a trade-off between revenue and fairness.

Furthermore, due to the repeatability of spectrum auc-

tions, clues about others’ private information may be re-

vealed from historical records or previous rounds, so that

spiteful secondary users can use such information to per-

form malicious manipulations, e.g., cheating and collusion.

The problem of analyzing sensitive data with an eye to-

wards maintaining its privacy has existed for some time.

However, most of the existing mechanisms cannot guar-

antee the bid privacy. For instance, lots of revenue

maximization mechanisms (e.g., [16, 28]), which make

participators bid truthfully in order to guarantee strategy-

proofness or revenue maximization, obviously violate the

bid privacy. The recent notion of differential privacy [6, 8],

in addition with its own intrinsic virtue, can assure that

participants have limited effect on the outcome of the

mechanisms. Consequently, participants will have limited

incentive to lie and little worry about privacy violations.

For the reasons mentioned above, designing a channel

auction mechanism, which could maximize the revenue of

the primary users and guarantee the bid privacy, is pre-

cisely the goal of our work. However, designing such an

auction mechanism has its own challenges:

– Computational Complexity: It has been shown that to

find optimal solutions to the general problem of the

channel allocation is NP-complete [4, 29], which

means that the optimization problem of revenue

maximization is NP-hard. It’s impossible to find a

deterministic solution to the revenue maximization

problem in polynomial time.

– Bid Privacy: Due to the spatial reusability of the

spectrum, differentially private mechanisms belonging

to the family of exponential mechanisms [15, 23]

cannot be adopted directly.

– Fairness: Providing the guarantee of the fairness may

sacrifice seller’s total revenue. Therefore, the problem

of balancing revenue maximization and fairness should

be well studied.

In this paper, we propose DIARY, which is a DIfferentially

private and Approximately Revenue maximizing auction

mechanism for secondarY spectrum markets. DIARY not

only achieves approximate revenue maximization, but also

guarantees bid privacy. Our key contributions are listed as

follows.

– First, we model the channel redistribution problem as

an auction, and propose a novel non-deterministic

mechanism, DIARY, to achieve approximate revenue

maximization and bid privacy via differential privacy.

– Second, we prove that DIARY satisfies all require-

ments of our goal. Then we extend DIARY to support

multi-radio spectrum auction, and prove that the

enhanced DAIRY also performs well.

– Third, We also do some simple but effective improve-

ments to achieve fairness, which guarantee a minimum

probability for every bidder to win the spectrum

auction.

– Last but not least, we conduct extensive evaluations to

compare the performance of DIARY with existing

mechanisms RGTS [16], TSA [28], and PFR [11].

Evaluation results show that DIARY has substantial

competitive advantages over existing mechanisms,

especially when the competition for channels is intense.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we

introduce our auction model and review some solution

concepts. In Sect. 3, we show the design of our auction

mechanism DIARY in a single-radio scenario, then we

extend our mechanism to multi-radio scenario in Sect. 4.

Section 5 presents the auction mechanism with fairness

constraints. Extensive evaluations are demonstrated in

Sect. 6 to compare the performance of the proposed

mechanism with others. In Sect. 7, we discuss the related

works. In the end, we draw our conclusion in Sect. 8.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we show our problem model and introduce

some solution concepts about differential privacy.

2.1 Model

We model the problem of spectrum allocation as a sealed-

bid auction. Usually, in a spectrum auction, we refer to

secondary users as bidders or buyers, and the primary user

as the seller. In this auction model, there are a number of

buyers and a single seller. The seller, who has m idle

channels, wants to lease the channels out to get profit. We

denote the m channels by C ¼ fc1; c2; . . .cmg. A channel

can be leased to multiple buyers, if these buyers can

communicate simultaneously and send/receive signals with

an adequate Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR).

We assume that there are n buyers, such as access

points(AP), who want to lease/buy channels to carry out

their works, denoted by N ¼ f1; 2; . . .; ng. Each buyer is

equipped with one or more radios, and can request one ro

more channels. The buyers’ bids are represented as
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b ¼ ðb1; b2; . . .; bnÞ. Each buyer has a per-channel val-

uation, which is private to himself, represented by

v ¼ ðv1; v2; . . .; vnÞ. We use r ¼ ðr1; r2; . . .; rnÞ to indicate

the demands profile of the buyers.

We use a matrix T to indicate the allocation of the

channels, where Tik ¼ 1 indicates that we allocate channel

ck to buyer i. What’s more, we use pik to indicate the price

of buyer i for using channel ck. Utilities of the buyers are

defined as the difference between his valuation and the

price for using the channel. For example, price of buyer i is
Pm

k¼1 pik. His utility after participating in this auction will

be:

Xm

k¼1

ðvi � pikÞTik:

Following the tradition, we assume buyers are selfish and

rational, which means they select strategies to maximize

their utilities. The seller wisher for a channel allocation

without interference, and charges ingeniously to maximize

his own revenue. The revenue of the seller is the sum of the

charges to the buyers, denoted by f ðb; pÞ:

f ðb; pÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

k¼1

pikTik:

2.2 Solution concepts

We review some solution concepts used in this paper about

differential privacy here. Differential privacy has been

studied extensively in the community of theoretical com-

puter science. It guarantees that the probability distribu-

tions of possible outcomes are nearly identical, when the

(input) data profiles are nearly identical. Formally,

Definition 1 (Differential Privacy [21]) A randomized

function M gives �-differential privacy if for any input

vector b ¼ ðbi; b�iÞ and b0 ¼ ðb0i; b�iÞ differing on a single

item bi, where b�i indicates the input vector of other users

except i, and all P0 � P ¼ RangeðMÞ,
Pr½MðbÞ 2 P0� � e� � Pr½Mðb0Þ 2 P0�:

Definition 2 (Df -Sensitivity [22]) For user i, when

b0i 6¼ bi ¼ vi, let Df be the difference of f ððb0i; b�iÞ; pÞ and
f ððbi; b�iÞ; pÞ over all p 2 P. If for all ðb0i; b�iÞ over all

p 2 P, the following inequality holds, we say that the ob-

jective function f ðb; pÞ is Df -Sensitivity.
jf ððb0i; b�iÞ; pÞ � f ððbi; b�iÞ; pÞj �Df : ð1Þ

The solution concept of differential privacy is pro-

posed by Dwork [6]. Df -Sensitivity guarantees that a

single user’s misreporting has limited effects on the

output. If the objective function is Df -Sensitivity, Df will

be a deterministic value, and it cannot be manipulated by

the user.

When integrating differential privacy with an auction

mechanism, the input data would be buyers’ bid vectors, and

two neighbouring profiles differ in only one bid (added, re-

moved or changed). A differentially private mechanism M

can address the concern of personal input leakage. In an

auction, any change in a buyer’s bid won’t bring significant

changes to the outcome, and thus, the others cannot infer

information of this particular buyer just from the outcomes.

A powerful tool in the literature of differential privacy is

the exponential mechanism proposed by McSherry and

Talwar [21]. The goal of a privacy mechanism is to map,

randomly, a set of n inputs each from a domain D to some

output in a range P.

Definition 3 (Exponential Mechanism [21]) Given a

range P, a data profile b, an objective function q, and a

small constant �, the exponential mechanism M�
q chooses

an outcome p from the range P with probability

Pr½M�
qðbÞ ¼ p�_ e�qðb;pÞ:

Intuitively, a small additive change to qðb; pÞ as might

be caused by a single participant, has a limited multi-

plicative influence on the density of any output, guaran-

teeing differential privacy. Nonetheless, the probability

associated with an output p increases exponentially with its

score on the input b, substantially biasing the distribution

towards high scoring outputs and bringing the expected

score close to the optimum.

3 Design of DIARY

In this section, we show the design details of DIARY.

DIARY uses a novel method to achieve bid privacy and

approximate revenue maximization in channel allocation.

For clear illustration, we discuss the scenario in which each

buyer is equipped with a single radio, and can just request

one channel. We will consider the extended model in

which buyers are equipped with multiple radios and bid for

multiple channels in Sect. 4.

3.1 Design details

To achieve bid privacy, we use a probabilistic mechanism

M�
q to determine the price for the winners. The mechanism

can be divided into three phases: grouping, price determi-

nation, and winner selection.

As the channel has spatial reusability, we can model the

confliction constraints by a conflict graph. In the conflict

graph, each node indicates a buyer and each link between two
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buyers in the conflict graph indicates a confliction. In other

words, the two buyers linked by an edge cannot work on the

same channel simultaneously. With the method proposed in

[32], such a conflict graph can be figured according to an

adequate Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio(SINR). We

divide the buyers into k groups in a bid independent way ,

using existing graph coloring algorithms (e.g., [25]). The k
groups are denoted by G ¼ fg2; g2; . . .; gkg.

Figure 1 shows a toy example, in which there are seven

buyers who want to lease the channels, denoted by A, B, C,

D, E, F and G. We divide all the buyers into groups. For

example, in Fig. 1, the 7 elementary buyers can be divided

into 3 groups: g1 ¼ fA;D;Fg, g2 ¼ fB;Eg and g3 ¼
fC;Gg or g1 ¼ fA;Eg, g2 ¼ fB;C;Fg and g3 ¼ fD;Gg.

3.1.1 Phase 2: Price determination

After dividing the buyers into non-conflicting groups, we

determine the price for the winners in each group. A too

low price will cause a loss to final revenue, but increasing

the offered price casually has the potential to send all

buyers home empty-handed. So the key point is to find an

adequate price for each group to maximize the revenue of

the seller.

Here, we use three steps to determine the price for each

buyer group j.
Step 1: We declare prices set Pj.

The prices set, which is exactly the bids set in each

group j, is enumerated as follows.

Pj ¼ fbiji 2 gjg:

As for the reason why the optimal price would certainly be

one of the bids is because if the price is not one of bids, we

can increase the price slightly (not exceeding any higher

bids), then the number of winners who can afford the price

will not change but the total revenue increases.

Step 2: We calculate all potential revenues of group j
according to its all potential prices.

For each p 2 Pj, we use uiðpÞ to indicate whether buyer

i in group j wins (can afford the bid) or not.

uiðpÞ ¼
0 if bi\p;

1 otherwise:

�

We define the function qðgj; b; pÞ to calculate the revenue

of group j when the price is p:

qðgj; b; pÞ ¼ p
X

i2gj
uiðpÞ: ð2Þ

Step 3: We determine the final price of each group j.
A probabilistic mechanism is adopted to determine the

final price of each group, which is denoted by M�
q:

M�
q :¼ PrjðpÞ_e�qðgj;b;pÞ:

Intuitively, the probability of each price p being chosen

increases exponentially with its corresponding revenue.

But a single participant’s bid change just have limited

multiplicative influence on the probability of the relevant

price being chosen.

We choose p�j as the final price for the winners in group

j, the revenue of this group will be

qðgj; b; p�jÞ ¼ p�j
X

i2gj
uiðp�jÞ: ð3Þ

For all the buyer groups, we use the above three steps to

determine the price for the winners. A vector p� is used to

indicate final prices determined for the k groups:

p� ¼ ðp�1; p�2; . . .; p�kÞ:

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for the price deter-

mination process. Rj indicates the set of all the potential

revenues, where the prices is in the set Pj:

Rj ¼ fRjðpÞjp 2 Pjg:

Line 3–6 calculates all the potential group revenues for

group gj. Line 7–10 calculates the probability of p being

chosen. Then, Line 11–16 determines the final price p�j
depending on a random variable.

According to the mechanism, we can see that the pos-

sibility of the price being chosen will enjoy a exponential

growth with the increase of corresponding revenue. Intu-

itively, the mechanism achieves approximate revenue

maximization, which will be proved in Sect. 3.2. What’s

more, a small change in bid vector b (maybe a single

buyer’s bid change) will not give much difference to the

possibility of corresponding pj and revenue, which also

can be seen in Sect. 3.2.

3.1.2 Phase 3: Winner selection

In Phase 2, we have determined the price for the winners of

each winning group. We now determine the winning groups

and winners in each winning group. There are m idle chan-

nels to be leased out and k groups waiting to lease channels.

– If k�m, then all the groups are winning groups.
Fig. 1 A simple conflict graph, in which there are seven buyers A, B,

C, D, E, F and G. The link between two buyers indicates a confliction
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– If k[m, we sort the groups in non-increasing order

according to the group revenue, denoted by G0. In case

of a tie, we break it randomly.

G0 : g01 	 g02 	 � � � 	 g0j 	 � � � 	 g0k:

We choose the first m groups with higher revenue as

the winning groups in group set G0.

In each winning group g0j, buyers whose bid is higher than

the final price are winners. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo

code for the winner selection process.

At the end of the auction, the seller collects all the

payments as his revenue. To illustrate clearly, we define

QðG; bÞ as the final revenue:

QðG; bÞ ¼
Xmin fm;kg

j¼1

qðgj; b; p�jÞ: ð4Þ

3.2 Analysis

Now we are going to prove that DIARY achieves differ-

ential privacy and approximate revenue maximization.

n
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3.2.1 Differential Privacy

We assume that for any group gj, a single buyer’s bid

change in b can change qðgj; b; pÞ by Dq, which means that

the objective function qðgj; b; pÞ is Dq-sensitivity.

Lemma 1 When each buyer is equipped with a single

radio and there is at most one spiteful bidder, M�
q gives

(2�Dq)-differential privacy.

Proof When there is one spiteful bidder, he just can be-

long to one group. Without loss of generality, we assume

the spiteful bidder belongs to group gj. Here,

P0
j ¼ fb1; b2; . . .; b0i; . . .; bng:

Assume a buyer i misreports his bid bi as b0i, for any

p 2 Pj, the density of M�
q at p is equal to

e�qðgj;ðbi;b�iÞ;pÞ
P

p2Pj
e�qðgj;ðbi;b�iÞ;pÞ

� e�Dq � e�qðgj;ðb0i;b�iÞ;p0Þ

e��Dq �
P

p02P0
j
e�qðgj;ðb

0
i
;b�iÞ;p0Þ

¼ e2�Dq � e�qðgj;ðb
0
i;b�iÞ;p0Þ

P
p02P0

j
e�qðgj;ðb

0
i
;b�iÞ;p0Þ

:

ð5Þ

This gives a factor of at most e�Dq in the numerator and at

least e��Dq in the denominator, giving e2�Dq in total. Intu-

itively, M�
q gives (2�Dq)-differential privacy. h

Lemma 2 When each buyer is equipped with a single

radio and there are at most s spiteful bidders, M�
q gives

(2�sDq)-differential privacy.

Proof The bid change of a single buyer, who is equipped

with a single radio, can change q by Dq. When there are at

most s spiteful bidders, we assume that k buyers will be

divided into one group. A single buyer’s bid change in a

group can change the revenue by Dq, then kðk	 1Þ bidders’
bid changes in a group can change q by kDq. Then, no
matter how the s buyers will be divided, s buyers’ bid

change can change the revenue by at most sDq. Here, b0 ¼
ðb1; b2; . . .; b0i; . . .; b0iþs�1; . . .; bnÞ and the price set P0

j is:

P0
j ¼ fb1; b2; . . .; b0i; . . .; b0iþs�1; . . .; bng:

Using Theorem 1, for any p 2 Pj, we can get that:

e�qðgj;b;pÞ
P

p2Pj
e�qðgj;b;pÞ

� es�Dq � e�qðgj;b0;pÞ
e�s�Dq �

P
p02P0

j
e�qðgj;b

0;p0Þ

¼ e2s�Dq � e�qðgj;b
0;pÞ

P
p02P0

j
e�qðgj;b;p0Þ

:

ð6Þ

So (2�sDq)-differential privacy have been guaranteed.

We can get the following theorem according to the

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2:

Theorem 1 When each buyer is equipped with a single

radio, DIARY achieves ��-differential privacy.

3.2.2 Approximate Revenue Maximization

In this subsection, we will prove that our channel auction

mechanism DIARY achieves approximate revenue

maximization. Without loss of generality, we first prove that

the group revenue qðgj; b; pÞ of group gj can achieve the

approximate revenue maximization when DIARY is used.

Lemma 3 Let qðgj; b; pÞ be a Dq-sensitivity objective

function and p 2 Pj. Then for any b and 0\�\1,

EM�
q
½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ð1� �Þmaxp qðgj; b; pÞ � d, where

d ¼ 1
� lnð1� jgjjÞ.

Proof For a fixed vector of bids b, we denote by

P̂j ¼ fp̂ 2 Pj : qðgj; b; p̂Þ\maxp qðgj; b; pÞ � dg. Then,

for any p̂ 2 P̂j, the following holds:

M�
qðp̂Þ ¼

e�qðgj;b;p̂Þ
P

p2Pj
e�qðgj;b;pÞ

� e�ðmaxp qðgj;b;pÞ�dÞ

e�maxp qðgj;b;pÞ
¼ e��d:

Then we can get that M�
qðP̂jÞ ¼

P
p̂2P̂j

M�
qðp̂Þ� jP̂jj

e��d � jgjje��d. What’s more, M�
qðPjnP̂jÞ	 1� jgjje��d.

The above calculation results imply:

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞM�
qðPjnP̂jÞ

	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞð1� jgjje��dÞ:

We substitute for d, then we get:

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞð1� �Þ

	 ð1� �Þmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � d

Then we draw the conclusion that

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ð1� �Þmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � d: ð7Þ

We use Eq. 7 to all winning groups, which gives

E
M�

q

Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	
Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

ð1� �Þmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞ

¼ ð1� �Þmax
p

QðG; bÞ �
Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

d:

We can draw the following theorem according to

Lemma 3:

Theorem 2 DIARY achieves revenue approximate

maximization.

4 Extending DIARY to multi-radio scenario

In the previous section, we considered the scenario in which

each buyer only has a single radio. In reality, some access

points may be equipped with multiple radios. In this section,
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we will extend our mechanism DIARY to the multi-radio

buyer scenario.

4.1 Design of DIARY in multi-radio scenario

In multi-radio buyer scenario, each buyer is equipped with

one or more radios, and can request one or more channels

in the auction. Note that, all channels are homogeneous

except for their identify number. In other words, the utility

of a buyer for receiving any channel is equal. Hence, we

assume that buyer bids equally for each channel he

requests.

When buyer i is equipped with ri radios, we use ri ele-

mentary buyers to represent buyer i in the conflict graph.

Actually, a buyer who is equipped with only one radio is an

elementary buyer himself. We use N 0 to denote the set of

elementary buyers. Since the elementary buyers, who

indicate the radios belonging to the same buyer, cannot

work on the same channel, we link them by an edge in the

conflict graph. We also use an edge to link the elementary

buyers who inherit the confliction condition of their par-

ents. We make an assumption that the buyer who request

multiple channels can do part of his work if his demands

are semi-satisfied.

For example, in Fig. 2, Buyer A, B and C is equipped

with 3, 2 and 1 radio, respectively. So totally there are 6

elementary buyers in the conflict graph. Note that ele-

mentary buyers A1, A2 and A3 represent the three radios

equipped by buyer A, which mutually conflict with each

other. Similarly, elementary buyers B1 and B2 represent the

two radios equipped by buyer B and elementary buyer C is

the buyer C himself.

After using elementary buyers to indicate the radios

equipped by multi-radio buyers, DIARY can be directly

applied in multi-radio buyer scenario.

4.2 Analysis

In this subsection, we prove that when DIARY is used in

multi-radio buyer scenario, DIARY still achieves

differential privacy. Actually in multi-radio buyer scenario,

an elementary buyer is equal to a buyer in single radio

buyer scenario. Therefore, DIARY achieves differential

privacy and approximate revenue maximization.

Lemma 4 When each buyer is equipped with r radios and

there is at most one spiteful bidders, M�
q gives (2�rDq)-

differential privacy.

Lemma 5 When each buyer is equipped with r radios and

there is at most s spiteful bidders, M�
q gives (2�rsDq)-dif-

ferential privacy.

The proof is similar to the single-radio scenario. Due to

the space limit, we will not give the proof here. If you are

interested, feel free to contact us for details. We can get the

following theorem according to Lemma 4, and Lemma 5:

Theorem 3 When DIARY is used, mechanism M�
q

achieves ��-differential privacy.

5 Fairness in DIARY

In Sect. 3, we have shown the design of DIARY which

aims to maximize the revenue via differential privacy.

However, DIARY doesn’t take fairness into account, which

may cause a series of negative influence. Due to the fact

that buyers in losing groups are all disqualified in current

round (they even have no chance to be treated unfairly), we

consider the fairness to provide a minimum service guar-

antee in each winning group.

5.1 Design of DIARY-with-fairness

We make some simple but effective improvements to

DIARY to achieve fairness. Our fairness constraints are

designed to ensure a minimum probability vector t of

getting the spectrum resource for buyers in each winning

group.

Intuitively, in a winning group, the buyer with the

lowest bid may have the lowest probability to get spectrum.

We assume that buyers in a winning group are numbered in

non-decreasing order of bid:

b̂ ¼ ðb1; b2; . . .; bjgjjÞ:

Let PrjðbiÞ denote the probability of bi being chosen as the

final price in group gj. For every buyer i, the probability of

getting what he wants is the sum of probabilities of all bids

lower than bi to be chosen as the final price. Formally, the

probability of buyer i to win in the auction is:

Pr0jðbiÞ ¼
Xi

j¼1

PrjðbjÞ:
Fig. 2 A simple conflict graph, in which there are three buyers A,

B and C. Buyer A, B and C is equipped with 3, 2 and a single radio

respectively. The node represents an elementary buyer and the link

between two elementary buyers indicates the confliction
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Clearly, the probability of buyer with the lowest bid to win

is the lowest, and is equal to the probability to be chosen as

the final price. Only when the price is exactly his own bid,

he can afford to buy the channels and carry out his work.

Our goal of considering fairness is improving the bid-

ders’ lowest probabilities to get channels without violating

the rule that, the probability of prices being chosen is

positive correlative with the corresponding revenues.

We must make sure that, no matter how we choose tj,

we will not violate the original rule. We consider a case

where qðgj; b; bminÞ is the lowest revenue. The highest

probability of bmin to be chosen must be lower than 1
jgjj. In

other words, no matter how we choose tj, tj cannot be

higher than 1
jgjj. Therefore, we set the adjustment range of tj

as:

0\tj\
1

jgjj
: ð8Þ

Let bmin denote the lowest bid. We can calculate PrjðbminÞ
as:

PrjðbminÞ ¼
e�qðgj;b;bminÞ

P
p2Pj

e�qðgj;b;pÞ
:

To achieve fairness, we make a simple, but effective

change to the probabilistic mechanism, for any p 2 Pj:

M̂�
q :¼ ^PrjðpÞ_e�qðgj;b;pÞ þ cj:

To guarantee the probability ^PrjðpÞ	 0, we add the

constraint:

cj 	 �min
p2Pj

e�qðgj;b;pÞ:

What’s more, when PrjðbminÞ	 tj, the lowest probability

of being satisfied in group gj is higher than tj, so it’s not

necessary for us to consider fairness. Then, when

PrjðbminÞ	 tj, we set cj ¼ 0.

Now what we need to do is to ensure the buyer with

lowest bid in winning group gj having at least probability

tj to win.

^PrjðbminÞ ¼
e�qðgj;b;bminÞ þ cjP

p2Pj
ðe�qðgj;b;pÞ þ cjÞ

¼ e�qðgj;b;bminÞ þ cjP
p2Pj

e�qðgj;b;pÞ þ jgjjcj
	 tj

Here, 0\tj\ 1
jgjj, and cj 	 �minp2Pj e

�qðgj;b;pÞ.
cj is a adjustable parameter depending on tj.

cj 	
P

p2Pj
e�qðgj;b;pÞtj � e�qðgj;b;bminÞ

1� jgjjtj
ð9Þ

According to the range of tj, we can get that cj [ 0. When

cj subjects to the constraint (9), DIARY-with-Fairness

achieves the fairness, which means buyers are guaranteed a

minimum probability of getting service.

5.2 Analysis

In this section, we prove that DIARY-with-Fairness

achieves differential privacy and approximate revenue

maximization.

5.2.1 Differential Privacy

Lemma 6 When each buyer is equipped with a single

radio and there is at most one spiteful bidder, M̂�
q gives

(2�Dq)-differential privacy.

Proof Similar with Lemma 1, we assume a buyer i mis-

reporting his bid bi as b
0
i, then Pj will be:

P0
j ¼ fb1; b2; . . .; b0i; . . .; bng:

Then for any p 2 Pj, the density of M̂�
q at p is equal to

e�qðgj;ðbi;b�iÞ;pÞ þ cjP
p2Pj

ðe�qðgj;ðbi;b�iÞ;pÞ þ cjÞ

� e�Dq � e�qðgj;ðb0i;b�iÞ;p0Þ þ cj
e��Dq �

P
p02P0

j
e�qðgj;ðb

0
i
;b�iÞ;p0Þ þ jgjjcj

� e2�Dq � e�qðgj;ðb
0
i;b�iÞ;p0Þ þ cjP

p02P0
j
ðe�qðgj;ðb0i;b�iÞ;p0Þ þ cjÞ

:

ð10Þ

We can see from Eq. 10, M�
q gives (2�Dq)-differential

privacy.

When each buyer is equipped with multiple radios and

at most s buyers misreport in the auction, we can get

similar results. Due to space limit, we will not give the

proof. According to Theorems 1, and 3, we can get the

following theorem:

Theorem 4 DIARY-with-Fairness achieves �̂�-differen-
tial privacy.

5.2.1.1 Approximate revenue maximization

Lemma 7 Let qðgj; b; pÞ be a Dq-sensitivity objective

function and p 2 Pj. Then for any b and 0\�\1,

EM�
q
½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ð1� �� jgjjgÞmaxp qðgj; b; pÞ � d,

where g ¼ cj
e�maxp qðgj ;b;pÞþjgjjcj

and d ¼ 1
� lnð1� jgjjÞ.

Proof For a fixed vector of bids b, we denote by

P̂j ¼ fp̂ 2 Pj : qðgj; b; p̂Þ\maxp qðgj; b; pÞ � dg. Then,

for any p̂ 2 P̂j, the following holds:
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M�
qðp̂Þ ¼

e�qðgj;b;p̂Þ þ cjP
p2Pj

ðe�qðgj;b;pÞ þ cjÞ

� e�ðmaxp qðgj;b;pÞ�dÞ þ cj
e�maxp qðgj;b;pÞ þ jgjjcj

� e��d þ cj
e�maxp qðgj;b;pÞ þ jgjjcj

¼ e��d þ g:

Then we can get that M�
qðP̂jÞ ¼

P
p̂2P̂j

M�
qðp̂Þ� jP̂jj

ðe��d þ gÞ� jgjjðe��d þ gÞ. What’s more, M�
qðPjnP̂jÞ	

1� jgjjðe��d þ gÞ. The above calculation results imply:

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞM�
qðPjnP̂jÞ

	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞð1� jgjjðe��d þ gÞÞ:

We substitute for d, then we get:

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞð1� �� jgjjgÞ

¼ ð1� �� jgjjgÞðmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞ

	 ð1� �� jgjjgÞmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � d:

Then we draw the conclusion that

E
M�

q

½qðgj; b; pÞ� 	 ð1� �� jgjjgÞmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � d:

ð11Þ

We use Eq. 11 to all the winning groups, which gives

E
M�

q

Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

½qðgj; b; pÞ�

	
Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

ðð1� �� jgjjgÞmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞ

	
Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

ðð1� �� maxðjgjjÞ � gÞmax
p

qðgj; b; pÞ � dÞ

¼ ð1� �� maxðjgjjÞ � gÞmax
p

QðG; bÞ �
Xminðm;kÞ

j¼1

d:

We can draw the following theorem according to Lemma

7:

Theorem 5 When mechanism M̂�
q is used, DIARY-with-

Fairness achieves approximate revenue maximization.

6 Numerical results

In this section, we do extensive evaluations to compare the

performance of DIARY with existing mechanisms.

6.1 Evaluation setup

In our evaluation setup, we assume that there are 6, 12, or 24

idle channels available and evaluate the cases in which each

buyer is equipped with a single radio or 3 radios. We also

assume that bidders are deployed in a large geographic area

randomly, and then apply a distance-based interference

model to produce the corresponding conflict graph. In our

evaluation, we choose 2000� 2000 square meters as default

terrain. Any two bidders within 425 meters are supposed to

conflict with each other, i.e., they can not share the same

channel. We assume that all bidders’ true valuation is uni-

formly distributed over ð0; 1�. The results are averaged over
200 runs to obtain expected results. In the evaluation results

of DIARYwith Fairness, we set the range of tj of each group

gj as ð0; 1
jgjjÞ (Eq. 8). To illustrate clearly, we use u and v to

denote PrjðbminÞ and 1
jgjj in each group gj, respectively.

6.2 Evaluation results

In our first set of evaluation results, we compare the rev-

enue of DIARY with existing mechanisms RGTS [16],

TSA [28] and PFR [11]. In RGTS [16], the valuation of

bidder is replaced by virtual valuation. We use the normal

distribution here. In TSA [28], bidders are grouped into

several cells, adjacent cells conflict with each other. In

PFR [11], an iterative algorithm is used to determine the

winner and the price.

As shown in Fig. 3, DIARY outperforms other

mechanisms in most cases. Figure 3 Also shows that when

the number of buyers is very small or channels are suffi-

cient, DIARY achieves similar revenue with RGTS and

PFR. When each buyer is equipped with 3 radios, the

number of elementary buyer is three times larger than the

number of buyers in single-radio scenario. Figure 4(a)–

(c) show the evaluation results when there are 6, 12 and 24

channels available and each buyer is equipped with three

radios. We can see that the intenser the competition is, the

better performance DIARY gets.

Then we compare the performance of DIARY with ex-

isting auction mechanisms in different terrains. The terrains

range from 500� 500 square meters to 2000� 2000

square meters while remaining the density of buyers. We

assume that there are 20, 80, 180 and 320 buyers in

500� 500, 1000� 1000, 1500� 1500 and 2000� 2000

square meters respectively.

The result is shown in Fig. 5. DIARY produces better

performance than other mechanisms in different terrain areas.

We can see fromFig. 5(a), (b) that as the terrain area increases

or the competition gets intenser, DIARY’s advantages over

RGTS, TSA and PFR become more significant.
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In our third set of evaluation results, we change the tj of

each group gj continuously. Then we choose tj ¼ d
2
to

observe the tradeoff between fairness and revenue, where

d ¼ v�u
4
. Figure 6 shows the revenue changes according to

different tj. We can see from Fig. 6 that, when we change

tj in ð0; vÞ, DIARY and DIARY-with-Fairness achieve the

same revenue. The reason for this phenomenon is that

when tj �PrjðbminÞ, cj ¼ 0, which means there is no need

to make any adjustment for fairness. When tj 	PrjðbminÞ,
DIARY-with-Fairness conducts a little lower performance

than DIARY. No matter how many radios each buyer is

equipped with, we can achieve fairness without sacrificing

the revenue severely.

Figure 7 shows the difference of revenue between

DIARY and DIARY-with-Fairness when the number of

bidders grows. We can see from Fig. 7 that no matter each

buyer is equipped with a single or three radios, fairness has

very limited effect on the revenue. The biggest difference

between DIARY and DIARY-with-Fairness is less than 4.

7 Related works

In this section, we review the related works on channel

allocation mechanisms and mechanism design via differ-

ential privacy.
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Fig. 3 Revenue of DIARY, RGTS, TSA and PFA with single radio.

a 6 Channels available with single radio. b 12 Channels available

with single radio. c 24 Channels available with single radio
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a 6 Channels available with multi radio. b 12 Channels available with

multi radio 0. c 24 Channels available with multi radio
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In the literature, dynamic mechanisms of spectrum auc-

tions has been widely concerned, especially in aspect of

strategy-proofness [26, 31, 33] and revenue maximization

[10, 16, 28]. Also various kinds of auction forms are explored

[17, 19, 24, 30]. Nevertheless, the existing revenue

maximizationmechanisms all lose sight of the importance of

bid privacy, which may cause a series of negative influence.

Only a handful of work [3, 14, 18] guarantee the privacy of

bidders, but compromise the revenue unfortunately.

Since the revenuemaximization is well-studied, the novel

idea of our work is that we achieve bid privacy via differ-

ential privacy. So here we focus on the related works about

differential privacy. Dwork [6] proposed the solution con-

cept of differential privacy for the first time, then McSherry

and Talwar [21] combined the differential privacy and

mechanism design, and gave a general method to deal with

revenue maximization in unlimited supply auction, attribute

auctions and constrained pricing problems. Dwork [7] in-

troduced the definition of differential privacy and two basic

techniques for achieving differential privacy, meanwhile

showed some interesting applications of the techniques.

Recently, Xiao [27] argued that the study of privacy must be

coupled with the study of incentives, and introduced amodel

combining differential privacy with truthfulness and effi-

ciency. Nissim et al. [23] designed an general approximately

optimal mechanism via differential privacy. Nissim

et al. [22] also modeled the privacy-aware agents and de-

signed a privacy-aware mechanism via differential privacy.

There are also works extending the properties [2, 15] and

applications [12, 13] of differential privacy.

However, it’s worth mentioning that there dose exist

some work considering the joint problem of designing both

approximately revenue maximizing and privacy preserving

auction mechanism for secondary spectrum markets just

recently [35, 36]. But the mechanism proposed in this pa-

per is more intuitive and easily understood. More impor-

tantly, we are the first to locate the crucial issue of fairness

in privacy preserving auction mechanisms for spectrum

redistribution.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed DIARY, which is a dif-

ferentially private and approximately revenue maximizing

auction mechanism for secondary spectrum markets. We

have proven that DIARY not only achieves differential
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privacy but also achieves approximate revenue

maximization. we also make some simple but effective

improvements to address the fairness issue in spectrum

auctions, so that buyers are guaranteed a minimum prob-

ability of getting service. The evaluation results have

shown that DIARY outperforms the existing mechanisms.
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